SCENE 1
GRADUATE FASHION WEEK DESIGNERS

Model 1:
**Designer:** Lucy James  
**University:** Arts University Bournemouth

Model 2:
**Designer:** Rachel Hunt Piers  
**University:** Birmingham City University

Model 3:
**Designer:** Phoebe Potter  
**University:** Edinburgh College Of Art

Model 4:
**Designer:** Phoebe Potter  
**University:** Edinburgh College Of Art

Model 5:
**Designer:** Sofia Segalla  
**University:** University Of Hertfordshire

Model 6:
**Designer:** Erika Roznyte  
**University:** Bath Spa University

Model 7:
**Designer:** Erika Roznyte  
**University:** Bath Spa University

Model 8:
**Designer:** Eloise Collett  
**University:** Sheffield Hallam University

Model 9:
**Designer:** Eloise Collett  
**University:** Sheffield Hallam University

SCENE 2
JAYLEY

All their own outfits shoes and accessories
SCENE 3
ACCESS FASHION

Model 1:
Outfit: Access Fashion
Shoes: Jocie Juritz
Scarf: Seyra

Model 2:
Outfit: Access Fashion
Shoes: Jocie Juritz
Handbag: Alex Max

Model 3:
Outfit: Access Fashion
Shoes: Sibylla Delphica

Model 4:
Outfit: Access Fashion
Shoes: Jocie Juritz
Necklace: Cristina Brampti

Model 5:
Outfit: Access Fashion
Shoes: Alpe

SCENE 4A
SAPPHIRE BLUE

Model 1:
Outfit: Sapphire Blue
Earrings: Georgia Charal
Shoes: Sibylla Delphica

Model 2:
Outfit: Sapphire Blue
Earrings: Georgia Charal
Shoes: Sibylla Delphica

SCENE 4B
SICILIAN DESIGNERS

All their own outfits shoes and accessories

SCENE 5
GWD

All their own outfits shoes and accessories

SCENE 6
BEAUUT

All their own outfits shoes and accessories
SCENE 7
ROMANIAN DESIGNERS

Model 1:
Outfit: Atelier Monarh
Earrings: Bizar Concept
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 2:
Outfit: Mysimplicated
Necklace: Kuko/Narru
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 3:
Outfit: Mark-Off
Earrings: Haiart
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 4:
Outfit: Papucei
Shoes: Papucei

Model 5:
Outfit: Fena/Lace L’atelier
Shoes: Jocie Juritz
Earrings: Drawn by Di (Diana Cojocaru)

Model 6:
Outfit: Carolina D
Shoes: Jocie Juritz

Model 7:
Outfit: Stada Boutique
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 8:
Outfit: Adundant Hamza
Earrings: Bizar Concept
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 9:
Outfit: Maoro
Shoes: Alpe

Model 10:
Outfit: Inga Valerie
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 11:
Outfit: Nissa
Shoes: Stylists Own
SCENE 8
ROMANIAN DESIGNERS

Model 1:
Outfit: Concept Nature
Earrings: Narru
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 2:
Outfit: Ginette
Earrings: Narru
Shoes: Ginette

Model 3:
Outfit: Colloris
Shoes And Accessories: Colloris

Model 4:
Outfit: Paisi/Zen Art
Shoes: Paisi/ Zen Art
Earrings: Diana Cojocaru Jewellery

Model 5:
Outfit: Desire Avenue
Earrings: Haiart
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 6:
Outfit: Chic By Val Ciobban
Ring: Bizar Concept
Shoes: Alpe

Model 7:
Outfit: Nissa
Earrings: Haiart
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 8:
Outfit: Leonard
Shoes And Accessories: Leonard

Model 9:
Outfit: Les Waves
Earrings: Narru
Shoes: Stylists Own
Model 1:
Kimono: Poetiron  
Necklace: Georgia Charal  
Scarf: Poetiron  
Belt: Hydestyle  
Shoes: Alpe

Model 2:
Shirt: Another Sunday  
Trousers: Another Sunday  
Necklace: Stylists Own  
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 3:
Dress: Saint Genies  
Blazer: Jayley  
Earrings: Cristina Brampti  
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 4:
Shirt: Another Sunday  
Trousers: Another Sunday  
Hairband: Stylists Own  
Scarf: Hydestyle  
Shoes: Alpe

Model 5:
Dress: Jayley  
Corset: Hydration London  
Shoes: Sibylla Delphica

Model 6:
Shirt: Sandy Tzatzou  
Trousers: Sandy Tzatzou  
Necklace: Katerina Vassou  
Earrings: Katerina Vassou  
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 7:
Blazer: Sapphire Blue  
Trousers: Hell Bunny  
Scarf: Hydestyle  
Shoes: Stylists Own
SCENE 10
SOOTHING LUXURY

Model 1:
Top: Sak
Trousers: Sak
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 2:
Blazer: Sak
Trousers: Sak
Earrings: Georgia Charal
Shoes: Jocie Juritz

Model 3:
Dress: Dindaakanda
Corset: Saint Genies
Necklace: Katerina Vassou
Shoes: Alpe

Model 4:
Top: Dindaakandaa
Trousers: Dindaakandaa
Biker: Wear Evelin
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 5:
Jacket: Hydration London
Leggings: Saint Genies
Necklace: Georgia Charal
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 6:
Coat: Jayley
Blazer: Sak
Trousers: Sak
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 7:
Top: Sak
Skirt: Sak
Corset: Sak
Leggings: Wear Evelin
Bracelet: Georgia Charal
Sunglasses: Mossy Wear
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 8:
Dress: Enorsia
T-Shirt: Made With Bravery
Earrings: Georgia Charal
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 9:
Jumpsuit: Inga Valerie
Jacket: Saint Genies
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 10:
Blazer: Hydration London
Trousers: Hydration London
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 11:
Dungarees: Hydration London
Top: Hydration London
Shoes: Jocie Juritz
SCENE 11
FREAKS AND GEEKS

Model 1:
Coat: Jayley
Trousers: Hell Bunny
Shirt: Hell Bunny
Earrings: Sonatachic
Sunglasses: Mossy Wear
Handbag: Alex Max
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 2:
Blazer: Sak
Top: Enorsia
Trousers: Saint Genies
Necklace: Sonatachic
Sunglasses: Mossy Wear
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 3:
Top: Hell Bunny
Trousers: Sak
Bracelets: Sonatachic
Backpack: Wear Evelin
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 4:
Coat: Jayley
Top: Hell Bunny
Trousers: Hell Bunny
Earrings: Sonatachic
Scarf: Seyra
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 5:
Jacket: Jayley
Top: Enorsia
Skirt: Jayley
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 6:
Jacket: Jayley
Cardigan: Jayley
Shorts: Enorsia
Handbag: Alex Max
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 7:
Hoodie: Aaa Merchandise
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 8:
Jacket: Sak
Top: Mysimplicated
Trousers: Mysimplicated
Necklaces: Haiart
Shoes: Stylists Own
SCENE 12
ROMANTIC WANDERER

Model 1:
Dress: Lace And Beads
Scarf: Seyra
Sunglasses: Mossy Wear
Umbrella: Stylists Own
Shoes: Alpe

Model 2:
Coat: Sak
Top: Enorsia
Trousers: Enorsia
Skirt: Enorsia
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 3:
Coat: Sapphire Blue
Dress: Inga Valerie
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 4:
Jacket: Jayley
Dress: Lace And Beads
Belt: Hydestyle
Scarf: Seyra
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 5:
Dress: Lace And Beads
Shirt: Jayley
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 6:
Jumpsuit: Sandy Tzatzou
Sunglasses: Mossy Wear
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 7:
Dress: Saint Genies
Shirt: Another Sunday
Sunglasses: Mossy Wear
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 8:
Dress: Lace And Beads
Shoes: Sibylla Delphica

Model 9:
Dress: Saint Genies
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 10:
Dress: Lace And Beads
Cardigan: Jayley
Brooches: Sonatachic
Shoes: Stylists Own

Model 11:
Dress: Lace And Beads
Earrings: Georgia Charal
Brooches: Sonatachic
Scarf: Hydestyle
Shoes: Alpe